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Xana mixes codes the gang found from sector 5 to become even stronger.
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1 - Xana's memory

First chapter:xana's blood:Xana's memory

Jeremie was at his computer looking for more info on Franz Hopper Just then codes appeared
on the screen.He gasped ''This is crazy!'' he typed in a code.He called the others to meet
the others at the factory.Soon they were all there at the factory.Jeremie said''get to the
scanner's were having a trip the sector 5''The elevator went down to the scanner room.
''transfer Yumi transfer Aelita Transfer Ulrich scanner Yumi scanner Aelita scanner Ulrich
virtualization!''Jeremie shouted''Go north''He materialized the vehicles.Yumi asked''Why are
we going to sector 5''He replied''I found some codes with just some of Xana's memory I may
be able to turn xana's creature's against him,this time it wont be like the marabounta.''
They were at the edge of the region.Jeremie entered the code SCIPIO.They were at sector 5.
The gang ran through the maze.The countdown started 3:00 mins.They ran looking for the
lift.Unluckily one of each of xana's monsters were there they were determined to keep them
away from Xana's memory.The scipozia picked up Aelita Ulrich shouted''super sprint!''He
smashed the megatank and cut the scipozia xana made the monsters retreat.Ulrich asked''why
are they going?''Jeremie thought then he explained''I think he got something useful''Aelita
saw the lift.They jumped aboard and they jumped off soon.Aelita accessed xana's memory.
Jeremie got loads of screen's popping up.

The end of chapter one



2 - Reprogram

Chapter 2:Reprogram:Xana's blood
He yelled''I got it Aelita''They went out of sector
5.a megatank and a block came.He set the program,his fingers crossed.Then a dark ball in
lyoko came and hit ulrich and yumi.''No!Its gone wrong it has taken ulrich
and yumi to neither our or xana's forces.'Jeremie blasted''It wont let me dematerialize
them.''They turned stronger.Ulrich jumped for Aelita but the megatank hit him.They protected
her xana needed her memory so bad.He sent for reinforcments Aelita ran for the tower.CODE:
EARTH.Aelita went next to jeremie''The program has gone wrong,but how!''jeremie screamed''
Hey what the...The codes are getting mixed by....Xana!''Then out of the scanner's came a
scipozia and a mega-tank.Aelita shouted''He is materializing the monsters.But ulrich and
yumi went back to normal Jeremie also gained a code to materialize the weapons because of
Xana.He got them out the scanners with the weapons.Outside the scanner's they saw the
monsters.Ulrich destroyed the scipozia and Yumi threw her weapon at the megatank.They went
upstairs.Jeremie said''Get back to the scanner's and i'll send Yumi and Aelita to the
forest region.Ulrich you stay here and guard the school.''Jeremie sent Yumi and Aelita to
the forest region.

The End of chapter two



3 - Tower's Activate!

Xana's blood:part 3:Tower's activate!
Jeremie ran the superscan.The tower is in the
mountain region.I will materialize the overboard and
they went to the tower.They were at the mountain
region.But they were not alone they were with three
blocks.Later at the school Ulrich was fighting
blocks aswell.Jeremie gasped''Can it be!?''Xana
took controll again and a scipozia came.But Xana
mixed the codes in a different way.Yumi's weapon
dissapeared.The scipozia drained Aelita's memory
Yumi tryed to kick it away but it has no effect.It
dropped her down.Jeremie shouted''No!''Then Lyoko
turned darker.A new monster came near.Yumi gasped
''What is that thing!?''Jeremie replied''I-its Xana
he has came in a form able to attack.''Then all of
the towers in the regions including the one n sector
5 appeared around Xana they activated.Xana grew
grew strong.
The end of part 3



4 - Power from tears

Xana's blood:chapter 4:Power from tear's

The Xana symbol grew bigger on Xana.Loads of each monster came.He used
the return to the past.Even though Jeremie used a program to stop him.
Xana got past it with all the towers.He then used it thousands of
time's.In just one day.He called Ulrich Yumi Odd and Aelita to Lyoko.
His ghosts came into the real world and used loads of attack's.Zombie's
came,He made a clone,he possesed jeremie,monsters came in to the real
world.Then Aelita whispered''I have a plan''She made a rock barrier.
Odd said from the other side said''Are you crazy!''She then started a
program.It was the marabounta.It came and got Xana's creature's.Xana
striked it.It headed for Xana.But an army of Xana's creature's came
with new power.There was atleast five hundred.Aelita gained power
just then.She glowed red!She destroyed Xana's monster's with a blast.
So xana striked the marabounta.Then some1 materialized from the sky.
It was Jeremie.Aelita gasped ''Help!''A powerful blast from Xana and
Aelita's hand.Blasted at eachother.Then Jeremie shook his head ''Aelita
''Jeremie shouted then Xana's side of him screamed''No!''A ghost shot
out from Jeremie.Xana's ghosts shot into Lyoko.Xana's attack's stopped.
Even the monsters stopped working he materialized.

The end of chapter one
The last chapter is the next one



5 - The End Of This Story

Xana's Blood:Chapter 5:The end of this story

Xana blasted out''You you!!''Aelita shouted''Not me...Us!!''Ulrich
glowed blue.Odd glowed purple.Yumi glew white.Jeremie glew grey.They
all striked Xana.He screamed''No!''Xana's blood poured on the ground.
The towers deavtivated.Aelita drank the blood.All of them went back
out of the scanner's.Aelita took them to the super computer.She pulled
the lever.Aelita fell back and a xana symbol appeared and melted.She
stood back up.''Xana is gone from me''Aelita said''We can Xana is gone
forever.''They all cheered.In a city far away.A broken mega-tank still
with essence of Xana.Not strong to cause harm.But Xana's evil are in
Piece's never to be joined again.

The end I hope you enjoyed the story
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